A GUIDE TO ASSISTIVE TURNING BED SYSTEMS

Rising heel support – unique to the Rotoflex 200 Mk2

This functionality is a world’s first and is
also available as a retro-fit option on all
Rotoflex beds. Previously all rotating beds
have had to include a static mattress section
between the rotational sleeping surface
and the footboard – to ensured the arc
of the turning mattress and legs did not
clash with the footboard. Not anymore

Conforming to
BS EN 60601-2-52

Tailor-made and
future-proof

BS EN 60601-2-52 is a standard that all
medical beds should confirm to for basic
safety and performance.

Owning a rotating bed that has been
specifically designed for you will offer
more personalised assistance and comfort.
However only a select number of established
manufacturers provide a truly bespoke
service. It is wise to choose a company that
offers the widest range so any combination of
size, style, function and finish is possible. The
choice in mattress is equally as important.

This directive stipulates certain dimensions
for a bed so that safety is maximised and
entrapment risks are minimised. As a
British Standard, it is recognised across
Europe and is regarded by ethical suppliers
as the benchmark for all adjustable bed
specification.
Nevertheless many electrically operated
variable height beds do not confirm to
BS EN 60601-2-52 in regards to safe
working heights for carers.
Without the ability to raise a bed to an
appropriate height, carers are exposed to
musculoskeletal injuries from excessive
bending and stooping when attending to
bed users.
For a rotating bed with variable height to
comply with BS EN 60601-2-52 the top of
its sleeping platform, NOT the top of the
mattress, must be capable of being lifted
to 80cm above floor level. This stipulation
is commonly confused or misrepresented
whereas all Theraposture powered beds are
100% fully compliant.

Trustworthy accreditations

with the Rotoflex 200 Mk2. Through the
latest German engineering its foot section
can be independently electrically raised so
users can elevate their legs and feet with
full support. This unique feature solves a
common problem for people with oedema,
pressure care and circulation issues in their
legs who need to elevate their feet in bed.

There should be a choice of rotational
systems within single beds or as part of a
double combination. If varying functionality
can be incorporated in one or both sides of
a double bed, partners with different mobility
needs can continue sharing a bed.
During a home assessment a supplier will
carefully consider your personal needs to
ensure the bed will enhance lifestyle and wellbeing. They will review your bedroom layout
to ensure it is compatible with a turning bed
system – left or right hand rotation should
be available.
Reviewing these points and many more
can help ensure your bed maximises
independence and comfort. However
considering your future needs is also
important. By choosing a bed supplier
with Trusted Assessors who work closely
with OTs, a ‘future-proofed’ solution can
be selected which will offer appropriate
assistance even if needs change.

Accreditations and partnerships can be a sign
of trusted ethical trading however there are
certain affiliations that demonstrate more value
than others.

Ergonomic design
If a bed is specifically designed to fit a
person’s size and shape then it will provide
greater support and comfort.
Very few established manufacturers can
handcraft rotating beds in a wide range of
widths and lengths either for one person or
couples to share. If you select a bed from
one of these specialists you can benefit from
personalised space so relaxation is easier.
With tailor-made dimensions the mattress
will profile in unison with your body’s natural
pivot points. This will help to reduce pressure
and friction so circulation and skin integrity
can be enhanced.
If you are a shorter person or have a smaller
body, rotating beds with low access provide
significant advantages. With a lower mattress
position users can still achieve stable transfers
with feet firmly positioned on the floor.
All the ergonomic aspects of a rotating bed
need to be carefully considered especially
when configured in an upright seated
position. It is imperative that you choose a
bed with a realistic seat depth that is not
too deep.

The BHTA (British Healthcare Trades
Association) badge has worth. Companies that
are members of this association should adhere
to a strict Code of Practice which has been
granted approval by the Chartered Trading
Standards Institute. This aims to safeguard
customers so they receive good service and a
fair deal from reputable organisations that
are accountable.
Close relationships with charities can been a
useful indicator of a company’s trustworthy
values. A bed manufacturer may work with a
charity by supplying product, offer discounts
to charitable members or sponsoring the
organisation.

Businesses that support healthcare professional
groups can also demonstrate an ethical and
clinically-led ethos. Being a corporate friend of
the College of Occupational Therapists is one
such example. This means from a customers
point of view products should be more suitable
for users through assessment led provision.
Companies that regularly work successfully
alongside OTs are more liken to achieve
positive outcomes for all.

Save money with buy
back schemes

Rental and refurbished
flexibility

The true comparative cost of purchasing a
rotating bed can actually be less if you select
a company that will guarantee to buy the bed
back should the bed no longer be needed in the
future. These schemes can be very beneficial if
the product is purchased for end of life care.

If you prefer the flexibility of not owning a
rotating bed some companies provide rentals
schemes. This can be the ideal way to avoid
paying the full purchase price in one instalment
and gives options for the future.

See the functionality
of the Rotoflex - click
or scan to watch
the video

Your bottom needs to be in contact with the
backrest with your feet on the ground. If this
is achievable then there will be no need to
shuffle back or readjust your position. With
appropriate postural support a sit-to-stand
transfer will be more controlled.

Mattress suitability is just as critical as bed
suitability. Without an appropriate mattress
the right level of support and comfort may
not be provided. This can lead to tissue
viability problems (bed sores), musculoskeletal
problems and sleep disruption.
To avoid this, choose a rotating bed that comes
with an extensive range of mattresses that
cover all possible situations. These may include
static foam mattresses through to alternating
air mattresses or RoHo mattresses for those at
high risk of bed sores. Remember that needs
can and often do change. Your rotating bed
mattress must also be able to change so a full
progressive range of interchangeable options
are vital.

How to choose the right
rotational bed and supplier

In partnership with

An electrically operated adjustable bed that includes powered rotation
can help you get in and out of bed on your own terms. Through
functionality that moves the sleeping surface between the sleeping position
and the seated position (at right angles to the bed), you can achieve safer,
independent transfers. Without the need for assistance from a carer or
relative, this can provide significant time and care cost savings, and of
course empower independence.
However there are an increasing number of turning beds on the market
that vary in quality, design, the way that they work and their suitability
for users of different heights and weights. Being able to identify relevant
effective features and benefits is important when choosing a trusted and
proven solution.
This guide will help you select a rotational bed that will deliver utmost
comfort, performance and support. If a product does not include all of
these factors then it may not provide a satisfactory user experience
and your independence could be compromised.

My Theraposture Rotoflex® is the start
to my day. It is the start of my independence,
without it I would be lost.

If your budget is limited then selecting a
refurbished model is an excellent choice.
If you purchase from a trusted specialist
you can rest assured the product will be
comprehensively serviced, tested and cleaned –
resulting in a quality product at a lower price.

”

Theraposture offers the widest range of rotating beds:

In addition simple features can make a big
difference. For example all Theraposture
Rotoflex® beds are supplied with stitched-in
pillows. This means as the head end of the
bed is raised the pillow remains in position.

In partnership with

• lowest access for smaller or shorter users (43.5cm)
• different widths including 90, 100, 110 and 120cm
• highest user weight capacity – up to 300kg SWL
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A double combination bed
combines two independent mattresses
and mechanisms in one surround

In terms of product and service quality,
choosing a bed supplier that is ISO9001
certified can give you an advantage. This
certification means the business has robust
management systems in place so every aspect
of its operation is efficient. This means you can
expect better quality products and service.

A range of quality
mattresses

”

There is only one turning bed that provides fully supported
leg and foot elevation – the Theraposture Rotoflex 200 Mk2
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Rising heel support – unique to the Rotoflex 200 Mk2

This functionality is a world’s first and is
also available as a retro-fit option on all
Rotoflex beds. Previously all rotating beds
have had to include a static mattress section
between the rotational sleeping surface
and the footboard – to ensured the arc
of the turning mattress and legs did not
clash with the footboard. Not anymore

Conforming to
BS EN 60601-2-52

Tailor-made and
future-proof

BS EN 60601-2-52 is a standard that all
medical beds should confirm to for basic
safety and performance.

Owning a rotating bed that has been
specifically designed for you will offer
more personalised assistance and comfort.
However only a select number of established
manufacturers provide a truly bespoke
service. It is wise to choose a company that
offers the widest range so any combination of
size, style, function and finish is possible. The
choice in mattress is equally as important.

This directive stipulates certain dimensions
for a bed so that safety is maximised and
entrapment risks are minimised. As a
British Standard, it is recognised across
Europe and is regarded by ethical suppliers
as the benchmark for all adjustable bed
specification.
Nevertheless many electrically operated
variable height beds do not confirm to
BS EN 60601-2-52 in regards to safe
working heights for carers.
Without the ability to raise a bed to an
appropriate height, carers are exposed to
musculoskeletal injuries from excessive
bending and stooping when attending to
bed users.
For a rotating bed with variable height to
comply with BS EN 60601-2-52 the top of
its sleeping platform, NOT the top of the
mattress, must be capable of being lifted
to 80cm above floor level. This stipulation
is commonly confused or misrepresented
whereas all Theraposture powered beds are
100% fully compliant.

Trustworthy accreditations

with the Rotoflex 200 Mk2. Through the
latest German engineering its foot section
can be independently electrically raised so
users can elevate their legs and feet with
full support. This unique feature solves a
common problem for people with oedema,
pressure care and circulation issues in their
legs who need to elevate their feet in bed.

There should be a choice of rotational
systems within single beds or as part of a
double combination. If varying functionality
can be incorporated in one or both sides of
a double bed, partners with different mobility
needs can continue sharing a bed.
During a home assessment a supplier will
carefully consider your personal needs to
ensure the bed will enhance lifestyle and wellbeing. They will review your bedroom layout
to ensure it is compatible with a turning bed
system – left or right hand rotation should
be available.
Reviewing these points and many more
can help ensure your bed maximises
independence and comfort. However
considering your future needs is also
important. By choosing a bed supplier
with Trusted Assessors who work closely
with OTs, a ‘future-proofed’ solution can
be selected which will offer appropriate
assistance even if needs change.

Accreditations and partnerships can be a sign
of trusted ethical trading however there are
certain affiliations that demonstrate more value
than others.

Ergonomic design
If a bed is specifically designed to fit a
person’s size and shape then it will provide
greater support and comfort.
Very few established manufacturers can
handcraft rotating beds in a wide range of
widths and lengths either for one person or
couples to share. If you select a bed from
one of these specialists you can benefit from
personalised space so relaxation is easier.
With tailor-made dimensions the mattress
will profile in unison with your body’s natural
pivot points. This will help to reduce pressure
and friction so circulation and skin integrity
can be enhanced.
If you are a shorter person or have a smaller
body, rotating beds with low access provide
significant advantages. With a lower mattress
position users can still achieve stable transfers
with feet firmly positioned on the floor.
All the ergonomic aspects of a rotating bed
need to be carefully considered especially
when configured in an upright seated
position. It is imperative that you choose a
bed with a realistic seat depth that is not
too deep.

The BHTA (British Healthcare Trades
Association) badge has worth. Companies that
are members of this association should adhere
to a strict Code of Practice which has been
granted approval by the Chartered Trading
Standards Institute. This aims to safeguard
customers so they receive good service and a
fair deal from reputable organisations that
are accountable.
Close relationships with charities can been a
useful indicator of a company’s trustworthy
values. A bed manufacturer may work with a
charity by supplying product, offer discounts
to charitable members or sponsoring the
organisation.

Businesses that support healthcare professional
groups can also demonstrate an ethical and
clinically-led ethos. Being a corporate friend of
the College of Occupational Therapists is one
such example. This means from a customers
point of view products should be more suitable
for users through assessment led provision.
Companies that regularly work successfully
alongside OTs are more liken to achieve
positive outcomes for all.

Save money with buy
back schemes

Rental and refurbished
flexibility

The true comparative cost of purchasing a
rotating bed can actually be less if you select
a company that will guarantee to buy the bed
back should the bed no longer be needed in the
future. These schemes can be very beneficial if
the product is purchased for end of life care.

If you prefer the flexibility of not owning a
rotating bed some companies provide rentals
schemes. This can be the ideal way to avoid
paying the full purchase price in one instalment
and gives options for the future.

See the functionality
of the Rotoflex - click
or scan to watch
the video

Your bottom needs to be in contact with the
backrest with your feet on the ground. If this
is achievable then there will be no need to
shuffle back or readjust your position. With
appropriate postural support a sit-to-stand
transfer will be more controlled.

Mattress suitability is just as critical as bed
suitability. Without an appropriate mattress
the right level of support and comfort may
not be provided. This can lead to tissue
viability problems (bed sores), musculoskeletal
problems and sleep disruption.
To avoid this, choose a rotating bed that comes
with an extensive range of mattresses that
cover all possible situations. These may include
static foam mattresses through to alternating
air mattresses or RoHo mattresses for those at
high risk of bed sores. Remember that needs
can and often do change. Your rotating bed
mattress must also be able to change so a full
progressive range of interchangeable options
are vital.

How to choose the right
rotational bed and supplier

In partnership with

An electrically operated adjustable bed that includes powered rotation
can help you get in and out of bed on your own terms. Through
functionality that moves the sleeping surface between the sleeping position
and the seated position (at right angles to the bed), you can achieve safer,
independent transfers. Without the need for assistance from a carer or
relative, this can provide significant time and care cost savings, and of
course empower independence.
However there are an increasing number of turning beds on the market
that vary in quality, design, the way that they work and their suitability
for users of different heights and weights. Being able to identify relevant
effective features and benefits is important when choosing a trusted and
proven solution.
This guide will help you select a rotational bed that will deliver utmost
comfort, performance and support. If a product does not include all of
these factors then it may not provide a satisfactory user experience
and your independence could be compromised.

My Theraposture Rotoflex® is the start
to my day. It is the start of my independence,
without it I would be lost.

If your budget is limited then selecting a
refurbished model is an excellent choice.
If you purchase from a trusted specialist
you can rest assured the product will be
comprehensively serviced, tested and cleaned –
resulting in a quality product at a lower price.

”

Theraposture offers the widest range of rotating beds:

In addition simple features can make a big
difference. For example all Theraposture
Rotoflex® beds are supplied with stitched-in
pillows. This means as the head end of the
bed is raised the pillow remains in position.

In partnership with

• lowest access for smaller or shorter users (43.5cm)
• different widths including 90, 100, 110 and 120cm
• highest user weight capacity – up to 300kg SWL
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A double combination bed
combines two independent mattresses
and mechanisms in one surround

In terms of product and service quality,
choosing a bed supplier that is ISO9001
certified can give you an advantage. This
certification means the business has robust
management systems in place so every aspect
of its operation is efficient. This means you can
expect better quality products and service.

A range of quality
mattresses

”

There is only one turning bed that provides fully supported
leg and foot elevation – the Theraposture Rotoflex 200 Mk2
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How to choose the right rotational bed and supplier
Quality beds pay for
themselves
If you select a quality rotating bed it will deliver
independence at home. However choosing
an inferior product increases the possibility
of ongoing discomfort, well-being problems
and compromised safety through unreliable
mechanisms and electrical systems. Avoid buying
low quality products and you will benefit from
trustworthy performance and greater value in
the long run.

Rotoflex

®

the only considered choice
This guide will help you make an informed decision regarding the ideal
rotational bed for your needs. However, it is essential to talk to a trusted
specialist such as Theraposture to arrange a home assessment before purchase.
Call us today, we are ready to help you – Freephone: 0800 834654

Select a sophisticated and reliable turning
solution and the number of carers can be
reduced – from two-to-one or none in most
circumstances. This can drastically reduce or
even eliminate the high cost of care meaning the
bed can pay for itself in a matter of weeks. The
need to relocate to residential accommodation
can also be avoided.
When two carers are replaced, the Rotoflex®
from Theraposture is proven to save over
£27,000 per year in care costs and pays for
itself in less than 14 weeks.*

Controls need
to be responsive
and easy-to-use

It is commonly said that ‘you get what you pay
for’ and in terms of rotating beds this can also
be true. If you choose a bed from an ethical
and established supplier, it will often include
better quality mechanisms and components so
that reliability and durability are higher.
However, be aware that some rotating
beds maybe more expensive than others
but still include lower quality materials and
poor design. This can be the case when high
pressure “Direct Sales” organisations see the
opportunity to provide this type of bed.

Products that have been developed and
enhanced over the longest time tend to
be the most reliable and effective. This can
demonstrate a clear R&D philosophy by the
manufacturer. This investment in product

8327

development and safety testing is reflected in
the price you pay however the value received
should be far better.
Manufacturers tend to have greater in-depth
knowledge of products than “middle men” and
can offer a wider range of solutions. Specialist
suppliers such as Theraposture will understand
the difficulties that you may have and how a
rotating bed help overcome them.
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From a safety point of view your chosen
rotating bed must remain stable when moving
from a lying to seated position. There is the
potential for badly designed rotating beds to
tip over when in the chair position because
the weight of the user and mechanism is not
centrally over the bed. This is a real danger
that can be avoided with a base frame that
is stable and designed to overcome this risk
– the Rotoflex® bed has a patented stability
enhanced base frame that ensures no risk of
tipping over.

By choosing a turning bed that is an original
design that has been refined over many years
should provide uncompromising independence
and peace of mind.

Only choose a bed with a
platform (without mattress)
that raises to 80cm above
floor level.

80cm

A N N I V E R S A RY

YOUR INDEPENDENCE,

Owning a rotating bed that is safe is
absolutely imperative. Levels of testing will
vary between products with cheaper, less
established solutions invariably encompassing
lower levels of refinement. If a product has
been continually enhanced over many years,
even decades, then its performance tends
to be better. The precision and reliability of
mechanisms can also be affected by their
country of origin. In general terms German
engineering and manufacturing is superior
and more trustworthy.

Every user must be in complete control
when using an electrically operated adjustable
bed. Designs such as the Rotoflex® provide
the benefits of fully automated sequential
movement that can be stopped by the user
at any point. The need for an intuitive hand
control is a necessity here.
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When selecting your bed it is important to
ask questions such as: When was the bed
originally introduced and how has it been
developed and improved? Are you the
manufacturer or just a supplier? How is
the bed tested for safety and does it
meet BS EN 60601-2-52?

®

Safe, proven technology

There are many other safety factors to
consider including entrapment risks and
functionality controls. A safe rotating bed will
be carefully designed so that legs or arms can
not be trapped when operating the powered
mechanism, particularly between the mattress
and the side rails.

Cheapest isn’t always the best

When two carers are replaced, the
Rotoflex from Theraposture is proven to
save over £27,000 per year in care costs
and pays for itself in less than 14 weeks.*
Strong metal, ergonomically
designed mechanisms

Assessment based
provision

Ensure you receive a
Suitability Guarantee

Adjustable, rotating beds made from higher quality
materials and components should provide a better
user experience.

Everyone’s needs are different so ethical and
trusted manufacturers, such as Theraposture,
will always assess a user before recommending
a bed. This involves a home visit by a Trusted
Assessor so they can listen and understand
the challenges that need to be resolved.

As a rotating bed can be a crucial piece of
equipment for remaining independent at
home, it is important that the product is ideally
suited to your needs. Leading manufacturers
will complete a comprehensive assessment of
your needs and handcraft a tailor made bed
accordingly. However what happens if you
change your mind after delivery?

For maximum performance and durability it is
best to select a bed like a Rotoflex® with a robust
metal frame and mechanism instead of a cheaper,
wooden alternative. The precision made metal
action will be smoother and quieter and combined
with German quality actuators, the repositioning of
the bed will be more consistent.
The Rotoflex® mechanism is ergonomically
designed to ensure that it’s proportions mirror
those of a real person. If the seat depth is too
deep, the user will feel unsupported when rotating.
From 2018 all Rotoflex 200 Mk2 beds will have
an adjustable seat depth. Also if users are under
say 5’1” in height, then they will only be suited to a
low access rotating bed – there is only one in the
world – the Rotoflex Low 175 from Theraposture.
There are real differences such as these that alter
the effectiveness of rotating beds.

Through their professional experience they
then produce an objective and comprehensive
product recommendation that will maximise
comfort and independence. In most cases
this is not feasible if you have only spoken to
a company on the phone or contacted an
internet-only seller.
Face-to-face assessments by qualified experts
are essential in assuring suitability. Only seek
manufacturers who do not charge for this
service and operate a strict no obligationto-buy policy. There are unfortunately many
companies operating in the marketplace that
employ high pressure sales tactics and are best
to avoided.

®

The Rotoflex® is the original and proven
rotating assistive bed. This trusted design has
been enhanced over a period of 20 years and
provides the assured solution to get in and
out of bed safely. Through quality German
engineering the unique Rotoflex® provides
market leading reliability and stability so living
independently at home is possible with peace
of mind.
Choose Theraposture and benefit from:
• Widest range of tailor-made singles
and doubles – any finish or size
• 35 years experience of helping clients
with MS and Parkinson’s
• New, refurbished or rental beds
• Unique low access versions
• Buy back scheme – offering even
more cost savings
• Free home assessments and
demonstrations
• Handmade beds to look at home in
your home

• Adapt the product to overcome the issue
• Remake the product or supply a different
product to the equivalent value
• Collect the product and refund the costs
in full, less a small charge that covers
incurred costs.
Rotoflex owner videos: click or scan to watch

Vertical seat lift
Rotating beds can vary in many ways. Some beds
such as the Rotoflex® have a vertical lift from the
seated position to help the user stand safely and
independently. Alternative beds may actually rise
and tilt you forward like a riser chair. For users
who have balance and standing difficulties which
may change from day to day, the vertical seat
lift is often preferred. This is a very safe way to
stand independently as you are not being tipped
forward to the point of no return, ready or not.

As a vital safety net that is there to protect
you, Theraposture (the market leading
supplier of rotating beds) offers a no quibble
14-day Suitability Guarantee. This Suitability
Guarantee covers standard and bespoke
beds which is rare within the industry,
most suppliers will not offer refunds for
tailor-made products. In the rare occasion of
a product not being suitable Theraposture will:

The one and only
Theraposture Rotoflex

Price transparency
and warranty
Choose a bed with vertical
seat lift, not a design that tips
you forward

It is important to recognise that certain conditions
such as MS and Parkinson’s can mean that one’s
standing balance cannot always be achieved and
therefore there is an increased risk of falling to
the floor. As general good practice, you should
always keep your nose behind your toes – only
beds with a vertical lift such as the Rotoflex® will
allow this.

There are many bed companies that do not
talk openly about pricing and these should be
avoided. Often this is a tactic to get a salesman
to come to your home – if you cannot get an
accurate price on the phone then you must
ask yourself why not?

From the initial contact with a rotational bed
supplier it is advisable to ask about prices and
question what is included in that cost. Several
companies that display prices on their website
might use artificially inflated costs to give their
discounts more impact. There may also be
hidden costs for a headboard or mattress, and
another tactic is to display the price of the bed
without powered rotation making it look much
cheaper than other alternative choices.
Always establish exactly what is included in
the warranty and ensure that should your bed
break down, will it be fixed quickly without
cost and even over the weekend or during
public holidays?

* Based on typical county council carer costs

How to choose the right rotational bed and supplier
Quality beds pay for
themselves
If you select a quality rotating bed it will deliver
independence at home. However choosing
an inferior product increases the possibility
of ongoing discomfort, well-being problems
and compromised safety through unreliable
mechanisms and electrical systems. Avoid buying
low quality products and you will benefit from
trustworthy performance and greater value in
the long run.

Rotoflex

®

the only considered choice
This guide will help you make an informed decision regarding the ideal
rotational bed for your needs. However, it is essential to talk to a trusted
specialist such as Theraposture to arrange a home assessment before purchase.
Call us today, we are ready to help you – Freephone: 0800 834654

Select a sophisticated and reliable turning
solution and the number of carers can be
reduced – from two-to-one or none in most
circumstances. This can drastically reduce or
even eliminate the high cost of care meaning the
bed can pay for itself in a matter of weeks. The
need to relocate to residential accommodation
can also be avoided.
When two carers are replaced, the Rotoflex®
from Theraposture is proven to save over
£27,000 per year in care costs and pays for
itself in less than 14 weeks.*

Controls need
to be responsive
and easy-to-use

It is commonly said that ‘you get what you pay
for’ and in terms of rotating beds this can also
be true. If you choose a bed from an ethical
and established supplier, it will often include
better quality mechanisms and components so
that reliability and durability are higher.
However, be aware that some rotating
beds maybe more expensive than others
but still include lower quality materials and
poor design. This can be the case when high
pressure “Direct Sales” organisations see the
opportunity to provide this type of bed.

Products that have been developed and
enhanced over the longest time tend to
be the most reliable and effective. This can
demonstrate a clear R&D philosophy by the
manufacturer. This investment in product
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development and safety testing is reflected in
the price you pay however the value received
should be far better.
Manufacturers tend to have greater in-depth
knowledge of products than “middle men” and
can offer a wider range of solutions. Specialist
suppliers such as Theraposture will understand
the difficulties that you may have and how a
rotating bed help overcome them.
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From a safety point of view your chosen
rotating bed must remain stable when moving
from a lying to seated position. There is the
potential for badly designed rotating beds to
tip over when in the chair position because
the weight of the user and mechanism is not
centrally over the bed. This is a real danger
that can be avoided with a base frame that
is stable and designed to overcome this risk
– the Rotoflex® bed has a patented stability
enhanced base frame that ensures no risk of
tipping over.

By choosing a turning bed that is an original
design that has been refined over many years
should provide uncompromising independence
and peace of mind.

Only choose a bed with a
platform (without mattress)
that raises to 80cm above
floor level.

80cm
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Owning a rotating bed that is safe is
absolutely imperative. Levels of testing will
vary between products with cheaper, less
established solutions invariably encompassing
lower levels of refinement. If a product has
been continually enhanced over many years,
even decades, then its performance tends
to be better. The precision and reliability of
mechanisms can also be affected by their
country of origin. In general terms German
engineering and manufacturing is superior
and more trustworthy.

Every user must be in complete control
when using an electrically operated adjustable
bed. Designs such as the Rotoflex® provide
the benefits of fully automated sequential
movement that can be stopped by the user
at any point. The need for an intuitive hand
control is a necessity here.
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When selecting your bed it is important to
ask questions such as: When was the bed
originally introduced and how has it been
developed and improved? Are you the
manufacturer or just a supplier? How is
the bed tested for safety and does it
meet BS EN 60601-2-52?

®

Safe, proven technology

There are many other safety factors to
consider including entrapment risks and
functionality controls. A safe rotating bed will
be carefully designed so that legs or arms can
not be trapped when operating the powered
mechanism, particularly between the mattress
and the side rails.

Cheapest isn’t always the best

When two carers are replaced, the
Rotoflex from Theraposture is proven to
save over £27,000 per year in care costs
and pays for itself in less than 14 weeks.*
Strong metal, ergonomically
designed mechanisms

Assessment based
provision

Ensure you receive a
Suitability Guarantee

Adjustable, rotating beds made from higher quality
materials and components should provide a better
user experience.

Everyone’s needs are different so ethical and
trusted manufacturers, such as Theraposture,
will always assess a user before recommending
a bed. This involves a home visit by a Trusted
Assessor so they can listen and understand
the challenges that need to be resolved.

As a rotating bed can be a crucial piece of
equipment for remaining independent at
home, it is important that the product is ideally
suited to your needs. Leading manufacturers
will complete a comprehensive assessment of
your needs and handcraft a tailor made bed
accordingly. However what happens if you
change your mind after delivery?

For maximum performance and durability it is
best to select a bed like a Rotoflex® with a robust
metal frame and mechanism instead of a cheaper,
wooden alternative. The precision made metal
action will be smoother and quieter and combined
with German quality actuators, the repositioning of
the bed will be more consistent.
The Rotoflex® mechanism is ergonomically
designed to ensure that it’s proportions mirror
those of a real person. If the seat depth is too
deep, the user will feel unsupported when rotating.
From 2018 all Rotoflex 200 Mk2 beds will have
an adjustable seat depth. Also if users are under
say 5’1” in height, then they will only be suited to a
low access rotating bed – there is only one in the
world – the Rotoflex Low 175 from Theraposture.
There are real differences such as these that alter
the effectiveness of rotating beds.

Through their professional experience they
then produce an objective and comprehensive
product recommendation that will maximise
comfort and independence. In most cases
this is not feasible if you have only spoken to
a company on the phone or contacted an
internet-only seller.
Face-to-face assessments by qualified experts
are essential in assuring suitability. Only seek
manufacturers who do not charge for this
service and operate a strict no obligationto-buy policy. There are unfortunately many
companies operating in the marketplace that
employ high pressure sales tactics and are best
to avoided.

®

The Rotoflex® is the original and proven
rotating assistive bed. This trusted design has
been enhanced over a period of 20 years and
provides the assured solution to get in and
out of bed safely. Through quality German
engineering the unique Rotoflex® provides
market leading reliability and stability so living
independently at home is possible with peace
of mind.
Choose Theraposture and benefit from:
• Widest range of tailor-made singles
and doubles – any finish or size
• 35 years experience of helping clients
with MS and Parkinson’s
• New, refurbished or rental beds
• Unique low access versions
• Buy back scheme – offering even
more cost savings
• Free home assessments and
demonstrations
• Handmade beds to look at home in
your home

• Adapt the product to overcome the issue
• Remake the product or supply a different
product to the equivalent value
• Collect the product and refund the costs
in full, less a small charge that covers
incurred costs.
Rotoflex owner videos: click or scan to watch

Vertical seat lift
Rotating beds can vary in many ways. Some beds
such as the Rotoflex® have a vertical lift from the
seated position to help the user stand safely and
independently. Alternative beds may actually rise
and tilt you forward like a riser chair. For users
who have balance and standing difficulties which
may change from day to day, the vertical seat
lift is often preferred. This is a very safe way to
stand independently as you are not being tipped
forward to the point of no return, ready or not.

As a vital safety net that is there to protect
you, Theraposture (the market leading
supplier of rotating beds) offers a no quibble
14-day Suitability Guarantee. This Suitability
Guarantee covers standard and bespoke
beds which is rare within the industry,
most suppliers will not offer refunds for
tailor-made products. In the rare occasion of
a product not being suitable Theraposture will:

The one and only
Theraposture Rotoflex

Price transparency
and warranty
Choose a bed with vertical
seat lift, not a design that tips
you forward

It is important to recognise that certain conditions
such as MS and Parkinson’s can mean that one’s
standing balance cannot always be achieved and
therefore there is an increased risk of falling to
the floor. As general good practice, you should
always keep your nose behind your toes – only
beds with a vertical lift such as the Rotoflex® will
allow this.

There are many bed companies that do not
talk openly about pricing and these should be
avoided. Often this is a tactic to get a salesman
to come to your home – if you cannot get an
accurate price on the phone then you must
ask yourself why not?

From the initial contact with a rotational bed
supplier it is advisable to ask about prices and
question what is included in that cost. Several
companies that display prices on their website
might use artificially inflated costs to give their
discounts more impact. There may also be
hidden costs for a headboard or mattress, and
another tactic is to display the price of the bed
without powered rotation making it look much
cheaper than other alternative choices.
Always establish exactly what is included in
the warranty and ensure that should your bed
break down, will it be fixed quickly without
cost and even over the weekend or during
public holidays?

* Based on typical county council carer costs

How to choose the right rotational bed and supplier
Quality beds pay for
themselves
If you select a quality rotating bed it will deliver
independence at home. However choosing
an inferior product increases the possibility
of ongoing discomfort, well-being problems
and compromised safety through unreliable
mechanisms and electrical systems. Avoid buying
low quality products and you will benefit from
trustworthy performance and greater value in
the long run.

Rotoflex

®

the only considered choice
This guide will help you make an informed decision regarding the ideal
rotational bed for your needs. However, it is essential to talk to a trusted
specialist such as Theraposture to arrange a home assessment before purchase.
Call us today, we are ready to help you – Freephone: 0800 834654

Select a sophisticated and reliable turning
solution and the number of carers can be
reduced – from two-to-one or none in most
circumstances. This can drastically reduce or
even eliminate the high cost of care meaning the
bed can pay for itself in a matter of weeks. The
need to relocate to residential accommodation
can also be avoided.
When two carers are replaced, the Rotoflex®
from Theraposture is proven to save over
£27,000 per year in care costs and pays for
itself in less than 14 weeks.*

Controls need
to be responsive
and easy-to-use

It is commonly said that ‘you get what you pay
for’ and in terms of rotating beds this can also
be true. If you choose a bed from an ethical
and established supplier, it will often include
better quality mechanisms and components so
that reliability and durability are higher.
However, be aware that some rotating
beds maybe more expensive than others
but still include lower quality materials and
poor design. This can be the case when high
pressure “Direct Sales” organisations see the
opportunity to provide this type of bed.

Products that have been developed and
enhanced over the longest time tend to
be the most reliable and effective. This can
demonstrate a clear R&D philosophy by the
manufacturer. This investment in product
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development and safety testing is reflected in
the price you pay however the value received
should be far better.
Manufacturers tend to have greater in-depth
knowledge of products than “middle men” and
can offer a wider range of solutions. Specialist
suppliers such as Theraposture will understand
the difficulties that you may have and how a
rotating bed help overcome them.
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Powered rotation

Profiling

Height adjustment

Vertical stand
assistance

From a safety point of view your chosen
rotating bed must remain stable when moving
from a lying to seated position. There is the
potential for badly designed rotating beds to
tip over when in the chair position because
the weight of the user and mechanism is not
centrally over the bed. This is a real danger
that can be avoided with a base frame that
is stable and designed to overcome this risk
– the Rotoflex® bed has a patented stability
enhanced base frame that ensures no risk of
tipping over.

By choosing a turning bed that is an original
design that has been refined over many years
should provide uncompromising independence
and peace of mind.

Only choose a bed with a
platform (without mattress)
that raises to 80cm above
floor level.

80cm

A N N I V E R S A RY

YOUR INDEPENDENCE,

Owning a rotating bed that is safe is
absolutely imperative. Levels of testing will
vary between products with cheaper, less
established solutions invariably encompassing
lower levels of refinement. If a product has
been continually enhanced over many years,
even decades, then its performance tends
to be better. The precision and reliability of
mechanisms can also be affected by their
country of origin. In general terms German
engineering and manufacturing is superior
and more trustworthy.

Every user must be in complete control
when using an electrically operated adjustable
bed. Designs such as the Rotoflex® provide
the benefits of fully automated sequential
movement that can be stopped by the user
at any point. The need for an intuitive hand
control is a necessity here.
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When selecting your bed it is important to
ask questions such as: When was the bed
originally introduced and how has it been
developed and improved? Are you the
manufacturer or just a supplier? How is
the bed tested for safety and does it
meet BS EN 60601-2-52?

®

Safe, proven technology

There are many other safety factors to
consider including entrapment risks and
functionality controls. A safe rotating bed will
be carefully designed so that legs or arms can
not be trapped when operating the powered
mechanism, particularly between the mattress
and the side rails.

Cheapest isn’t always the best

When two carers are replaced, the
Rotoflex from Theraposture is proven to
save over £27,000 per year in care costs
and pays for itself in less than 14 weeks.*
Strong metal, ergonomically
designed mechanisms

Assessment based
provision

Ensure you receive a
Suitability Guarantee

Adjustable, rotating beds made from higher quality
materials and components should provide a better
user experience.

Everyone’s needs are different so ethical and
trusted manufacturers, such as Theraposture,
will always assess a user before recommending
a bed. This involves a home visit by a Trusted
Assessor so they can listen and understand
the challenges that need to be resolved.

As a rotating bed can be a crucial piece of
equipment for remaining independent at
home, it is important that the product is ideally
suited to your needs. Leading manufacturers
will complete a comprehensive assessment of
your needs and handcraft a tailor made bed
accordingly. However what happens if you
change your mind after delivery?

For maximum performance and durability it is
best to select a bed like a Rotoflex® with a robust
metal frame and mechanism instead of a cheaper,
wooden alternative. The precision made metal
action will be smoother and quieter and combined
with German quality actuators, the repositioning of
the bed will be more consistent.
The Rotoflex® mechanism is ergonomically
designed to ensure that it’s proportions mirror
those of a real person. If the seat depth is too
deep, the user will feel unsupported when rotating.
From 2018 all Rotoflex 200 Mk2 beds will have
an adjustable seat depth. Also if users are under
say 5’1” in height, then they will only be suited to a
low access rotating bed – there is only one in the
world – the Rotoflex Low 175 from Theraposture.
There are real differences such as these that alter
the effectiveness of rotating beds.

Through their professional experience they
then produce an objective and comprehensive
product recommendation that will maximise
comfort and independence. In most cases
this is not feasible if you have only spoken to
a company on the phone or contacted an
internet-only seller.
Face-to-face assessments by qualified experts
are essential in assuring suitability. Only seek
manufacturers who do not charge for this
service and operate a strict no obligationto-buy policy. There are unfortunately many
companies operating in the marketplace that
employ high pressure sales tactics and are best
to avoided.

®

The Rotoflex® is the original and proven
rotating assistive bed. This trusted design has
been enhanced over a period of 20 years and
provides the assured solution to get in and
out of bed safely. Through quality German
engineering the unique Rotoflex® provides
market leading reliability and stability so living
independently at home is possible with peace
of mind.
Choose Theraposture and benefit from:
• Widest range of tailor-made singles
and doubles – any finish or size
• 35 years experience of helping clients
with MS and Parkinson’s
• New, refurbished or rental beds
• Unique low access versions
• Buy back scheme – offering even
more cost savings
• Free home assessments and
demonstrations
• Handmade beds to look at home in
your home

• Adapt the product to overcome the issue
• Remake the product or supply a different
product to the equivalent value
• Collect the product and refund the costs
in full, less a small charge that covers
incurred costs.
Rotoflex owner videos: click or scan to watch

Vertical seat lift
Rotating beds can vary in many ways. Some beds
such as the Rotoflex® have a vertical lift from the
seated position to help the user stand safely and
independently. Alternative beds may actually rise
and tilt you forward like a riser chair. For users
who have balance and standing difficulties which
may change from day to day, the vertical seat
lift is often preferred. This is a very safe way to
stand independently as you are not being tipped
forward to the point of no return, ready or not.

As a vital safety net that is there to protect
you, Theraposture (the market leading
supplier of rotating beds) offers a no quibble
14-day Suitability Guarantee. This Suitability
Guarantee covers standard and bespoke
beds which is rare within the industry,
most suppliers will not offer refunds for
tailor-made products. In the rare occasion of
a product not being suitable Theraposture will:

The one and only
Theraposture Rotoflex

Price transparency
and warranty
Choose a bed with vertical
seat lift, not a design that tips
you forward

It is important to recognise that certain conditions
such as MS and Parkinson’s can mean that one’s
standing balance cannot always be achieved and
therefore there is an increased risk of falling to
the floor. As general good practice, you should
always keep your nose behind your toes – only
beds with a vertical lift such as the Rotoflex® will
allow this.

There are many bed companies that do not
talk openly about pricing and these should be
avoided. Often this is a tactic to get a salesman
to come to your home – if you cannot get an
accurate price on the phone then you must
ask yourself why not?

From the initial contact with a rotational bed
supplier it is advisable to ask about prices and
question what is included in that cost. Several
companies that display prices on their website
might use artificially inflated costs to give their
discounts more impact. There may also be
hidden costs for a headboard or mattress, and
another tactic is to display the price of the bed
without powered rotation making it look much
cheaper than other alternative choices.
Always establish exactly what is included in
the warranty and ensure that should your bed
break down, will it be fixed quickly without
cost and even over the weekend or during
public holidays?

* Based on typical county council carer costs

A GUIDE TO ASSISTIVE TURNING BED SYSTEMS

Rising heel support – unique to the Rotoflex 200 Mk2

This functionality is a world’s first and is
also available as a retro-fit option on all
Rotoflex beds. Previously all rotating beds
have had to include a static mattress section
between the rotational sleeping surface
and the footboard – to ensured the arc
of the turning mattress and legs did not
clash with the footboard. Not anymore

Conforming to
BS EN 60601-2-52

Tailor-made and
future-proof

BS EN 60601-2-52 is a standard that all
medical beds should confirm to for basic
safety and performance.

Owning a rotating bed that has been
specifically designed for you will offer
more personalised assistance and comfort.
However only a select number of established
manufacturers provide a truly bespoke
service. It is wise to choose a company that
offers the widest range so any combination of
size, style, function and finish is possible. The
choice in mattress is equally as important.

This directive stipulates certain dimensions
for a bed so that safety is maximised and
entrapment risks are minimised. As a
British Standard, it is recognised across
Europe and is regarded by ethical suppliers
as the benchmark for all adjustable bed
specification.
Nevertheless many electrically operated
variable height beds do not confirm to
BS EN 60601-2-52 in regards to safe
working heights for carers.
Without the ability to raise a bed to an
appropriate height, carers are exposed to
musculoskeletal injuries from excessive
bending and stooping when attending to
bed users.
For a rotating bed with variable height to
comply with BS EN 60601-2-52 the top of
its sleeping platform, NOT the top of the
mattress, must be capable of being lifted
to 80cm above floor level. This stipulation
is commonly confused or misrepresented
whereas all Theraposture powered beds are
100% fully compliant.

Trustworthy accreditations

with the Rotoflex 200 Mk2. Through the
latest German engineering its foot section
can be independently electrically raised so
users can elevate their legs and feet with
full support. This unique feature solves a
common problem for people with oedema,
pressure care and circulation issues in their
legs who need to elevate their feet in bed.

There should be a choice of rotational
systems within single beds or as part of a
double combination. If varying functionality
can be incorporated in one or both sides of
a double bed, partners with different mobility
needs can continue sharing a bed.
During a home assessment a supplier will
carefully consider your personal needs to
ensure the bed will enhance lifestyle and wellbeing. They will review your bedroom layout
to ensure it is compatible with a turning bed
system – left or right hand rotation should
be available.
Reviewing these points and many more
can help ensure your bed maximises
independence and comfort. However
considering your future needs is also
important. By choosing a bed supplier
with Trusted Assessors who work closely
with OTs, a ‘future-proofed’ solution can
be selected which will offer appropriate
assistance even if needs change.

Accreditations and partnerships can be a sign
of trusted ethical trading however there are
certain affiliations that demonstrate more value
than others.

Ergonomic design
If a bed is specifically designed to fit a
person’s size and shape then it will provide
greater support and comfort.
Very few established manufacturers can
handcraft rotating beds in a wide range of
widths and lengths either for one person or
couples to share. If you select a bed from
one of these specialists you can benefit from
personalised space so relaxation is easier.
With tailor-made dimensions the mattress
will profile in unison with your body’s natural
pivot points. This will help to reduce pressure
and friction so circulation and skin integrity
can be enhanced.
If you are a shorter person or have a smaller
body, rotating beds with low access provide
significant advantages. With a lower mattress
position users can still achieve stable transfers
with feet firmly positioned on the floor.
All the ergonomic aspects of a rotating bed
need to be carefully considered especially
when configured in an upright seated
position. It is imperative that you choose a
bed with a realistic seat depth that is not
too deep.

The BHTA (British Healthcare Trades
Association) badge has worth. Companies that
are members of this association should adhere
to a strict Code of Practice which has been
granted approval by the Chartered Trading
Standards Institute. This aims to safeguard
customers so they receive good service and a
fair deal from reputable organisations that
are accountable.
Close relationships with charities can been a
useful indicator of a company’s trustworthy
values. A bed manufacturer may work with a
charity by supplying product, offer discounts
to charitable members or sponsoring the
organisation.

Businesses that support healthcare professional
groups can also demonstrate an ethical and
clinically-led ethos. Being a corporate friend of
the College of Occupational Therapists is one
such example. This means from a customers
point of view products should be more suitable
for users through assessment led provision.
Companies that regularly work successfully
alongside OTs are more liken to achieve
positive outcomes for all.

Save money with buy
back schemes

Rental and refurbished
flexibility

The true comparative cost of purchasing a
rotating bed can actually be less if you select
a company that will guarantee to buy the bed
back should the bed no longer be needed in the
future. These schemes can be very beneficial if
the product is purchased for end of life care.

If you prefer the flexibility of not owning a
rotating bed some companies provide rentals
schemes. This can be the ideal way to avoid
paying the full purchase price in one instalment
and gives options for the future.

See the functionality
of the Rotoflex - click
or scan to watch
the video

Your bottom needs to be in contact with the
backrest with your feet on the ground. If this
is achievable then there will be no need to
shuffle back or readjust your position. With
appropriate postural support a sit-to-stand
transfer will be more controlled.

Mattress suitability is just as critical as bed
suitability. Without an appropriate mattress
the right level of support and comfort may
not be provided. This can lead to tissue
viability problems (bed sores), musculoskeletal
problems and sleep disruption.
To avoid this, choose a rotating bed that comes
with an extensive range of mattresses that
cover all possible situations. These may include
static foam mattresses through to alternating
air mattresses or RoHo mattresses for those at
high risk of bed sores. Remember that needs
can and often do change. Your rotating bed
mattress must also be able to change so a full
progressive range of interchangeable options
are vital.

How to choose the right
rotational bed and supplier

In partnership with

An electrically operated adjustable bed that includes powered rotation
can help you get in and out of bed on your own terms. Through
functionality that moves the sleeping surface between the sleeping position
and the seated position (at right angles to the bed), you can achieve safer,
independent transfers. Without the need for assistance from a carer or
relative, this can provide significant time and care cost savings, and of
course empower independence.
However there are an increasing number of turning beds on the market
that vary in quality, design, the way that they work and their suitability
for users of different heights and weights. Being able to identify relevant
effective features and benefits is important when choosing a trusted and
proven solution.
This guide will help you select a rotational bed that will deliver utmost
comfort, performance and support. If a product does not include all of
these factors then it may not provide a satisfactory user experience
and your independence could be compromised.

My Theraposture Rotoflex® is the start
to my day. It is the start of my independence,
without it I would be lost.

If your budget is limited then selecting a
refurbished model is an excellent choice.
If you purchase from a trusted specialist
you can rest assured the product will be
comprehensively serviced, tested and cleaned –
resulting in a quality product at a lower price.

”

Theraposture offers the widest range of rotating beds:

In addition simple features can make a big
difference. For example all Theraposture
Rotoflex® beds are supplied with stitched-in
pillows. This means as the head end of the
bed is raised the pillow remains in position.

In partnership with

• lowest access for smaller or shorter users (43.5cm)
• different widths including 90, 100, 110 and 120cm
• highest user weight capacity – up to 300kg SWL
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A double combination bed
combines two independent mattresses
and mechanisms in one surround

In terms of product and service quality,
choosing a bed supplier that is ISO9001
certified can give you an advantage. This
certification means the business has robust
management systems in place so every aspect
of its operation is efficient. This means you can
expect better quality products and service.

A range of quality
mattresses

”

There is only one turning bed that provides fully supported
leg and foot elevation – the Theraposture Rotoflex 200 Mk2
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Freephone: 0800 834654

Mike Wardle
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assistance
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